Directions to D.L.S. Wheeling Labs:

From the South Via I-294:
Go north on I-294 past O’Hare and exit Willow Road west. Continue past Milwaukee Ave. and exit Wolf Rd. north. Turn right on Wolf Rd. and turn left at the third street (Marquardt). Take Marquardt west and D.L.S. CA will be on the right, just before Larkin Drive (200 Marquardt). For D.L.S. ES, continue to the end of Marquardt. Turn left on Peterson Dr. D.L.S. Electronic Systems is the 2nd building on the right (1250 Peterson).

From the North Via I-94 & I-294:
From the north via I-94 & I-294, go south on I-94 and exit westbound on Lake Cook Road. Keep right turning left on Milwaukee Ave. moving over to the right lane. Turn right on Wolf Rd. and follow it south past Hintz Rd. Turn right on Marquardt. Take Marquardt west and D.L.S. CA will be on the right, just before Larkin Drive (200 Marquardt). For D.L.S. ES, continue to the end of Marquardt. Turn left on Peterson Dr. D.L.S. Electronic Systems is the 2nd building on the right (1250 Peterson).

Via Milwaukee Ave from the north or south:
Take Milwaukee Ave. to the Palatine “Frontage Rd,” south side of Palwaukee Airport. Go west (do not enter Palatine Express) and turn north on Wolf Rd. Turn right on Wolf Rd. and turn left at the third street (Marquardt). Take Marquardt west and and D.L.S. CA will be on the right, just before Larkin Drive (200 Marquardt). For D.L.S. ES, continue to the end of Marquardt. Turn left on Peterson Dr. D.L.S. Electronic Systems is the 2nd building on the right (1250 Peterson).

From the West Via Palatine Rd.:
Go east past Route 83 and exit Wolf Rd. north. Turn left on Wolf Rd. and turn left at the third street (Marquardt). Take Marquardt west and D.L.S. CA will be on the right, just before Larkin Drive (200 Marquardt). For D.L.S. ES, continue to the end of Marquardt. Turn left on Peterson Dr. D.L.S. Electronic Systems is the 2nd building on the right (1250 Peterson).

From O’Hare Airport:
After picking up your luggage on the lower level, call 303 Cab. Co at 1-888-225-5303 (303’s rates are about half that of Chicago’s taxis). The dispatcher will tell you the taxi number, door number and where you should wait for the taxi.